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Abstract. I find the location of the ice line in circumbinary disks heated by steady mass
accretion and stellar irradiation, comparing the position with the minimum stable semimajor
axis, interior to which planetary orbits are unstable. I show that there is a critical binary
separation for which binaries with separations larger than this critical value have ice lines that
lie interior to the boundary of stability. The critical separation for an equal-mass binary of 1 M�
stars is ≈ 1.04 AU, scaling weakly with mass accretion rate and Rosseland mean opacity of the
disk. For a steady mass accretion rate of Ṁ ∼ 10−8 M� yr−1 and a Rosseland mean opacity of
κR ∼ 1 cm2 g−1 , I show that � 80% of all binary systems with component masses M� � 2.0 M�
have ice lines interior to the boundary of stability. This suggests that rocky planets should not
be common in these systems. Searching for planets around binaries with separations larger than
the critical separation with Kepler or microlensing will provide a test of this prediction.
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I adopt a simple disk model with the flared geometry described in Chiang & Goldreich
(1997), with a surface density distribution similar to the minimum mass Solar nebula
(MMSN), Σ = Σ0 (a/AU)−3/2 , where Σ0 = 103 g cm−2 (Weidenschilling 1977). Although
I consider heating from both stellar irradiation and mass accretion, it turns out that the
temperature of the disk midplane in regions of the disk where the ice line is expected to
lie is dominated by mass accretion for binaries with component masses M� � 2.0 M�.
Fig. 1 plots the location of the ice line relative to the minimum stable semimajor axis as
a function of binary separation for both equal-mass and unequal-mass binaries.

In the mass accretion-dominated regime, there is an analytic solution for the location
of the ice line,
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where Mtot is the total mass of the binary, κR is the Rosseland mean opacity of the disk,
Ṁ is the mass accretion rate, and Tice is the temperature of ice condensation.

Comparing this with the minimum stable semimajor axis found by Holman & Wiegert
(1999), I find a critical binary separation, for which binaries with separations larger than
this critical value have ice lines interior to the boundary of stability. For equal-mass
binaries on circular orbits, this critical separation is acrit

bin ≈ 0.89 AU, with the same
scalings as (Eq. 0.1).

I compute the binary periods corresponding to the critical separations for equal-mass
binaries and integrate over the observed binary period distribution of Raghavan et al.
(2010) to estimate the fraction of binaries with ice lines interior to their inner disk edge.
I find that ice lines lie interior to the minimum stable semimajor axis for � 80% of
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Figure 1. Ice line location relative to the minimum stable semimajor axis as a function of
binary separation for both equal-mass (left) and unequal-mass binaries (right). Adapted from
Clanton (2013).

all equal and unequal-mass binaries with components less massive than M� � 2 M�.
This suggests that rocky planets should not form in these systems. For more details, see
Clanton (2013).
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